ABSTRACT
Carcinosarcoma is a rare and aggressive cancer that usually affects women in post menopausae; it represents 3% of all uterine neoplasms. Carcinosarcoma is a biphasic tumor characterized by a double component: a carcinomatous and a sarcomatous one, in variable amount of percentage from case to case. In the present article, a very rare case of primitive peritoneal carcinosarcoma is described in an 86-year-old woman, with senile atrophy of the uterus.
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INTRODUCTION
Carcinosarcoma or mullerian mixed tumor is a rare and aggressive type of tumor characterized by both mesenchymal and epithelial malignant cells. In most cases, uterus represents its primary site of origin, counting for about 3% of all uterine neoplasms (Arend et al., 2011). The disease affects women in post menopausal age. The most affected area is the posterior wall of the uterus, in the fundus region (Barwick KW et al., 1979). As regards the carcinomatous component, it is typically glandular and if it is poorly differentiated the tumor is considered of high degree (Gersell DJ et al., 1989). On the basis of the kind of sarcomatous component, the neoplasia can be classified in to carcinosarcoma with heterologous component (reminiscent of other tissues typologies) or carcinosarcoma with homologous one when the sarcomatous component is due to stromal elements of the endometrial mucosa or uterine smooth muscle origin (Donner et al., 2003). Mullerian mixed tumor can give metastases and the degree of metastasis is more influenced by kind and percentage of the epithelial component (Emoto M et al., 1999). Among the genetic causes responsible for the tumor and which are investigable through immunohistochemistry are mutations of TP53, HER2 and S100 (Costa MJ et al., 1996).

CASE REPORT
In the present article a very rare case of a peritoneal carcinosarcoma is reported in an 86-year-old woman without uterine involvement. The patient has a negative pathological anamnesis, with no previous diseases. She never has been to the hospital not even to give birth. Some days before her first hospitalization, she began to feel stomach and abdominal pain. An abdominal ultrasound exam immediately showed a mass in the right hypochondrium, confirmed by a subsequent CT scan. The mass was surgically removed successfully with free margins of resection but the tumor has already metastasized and the woman is currently receiving palliative care for her advanced age and the late state of the disease. Surgical specimen has been analyzed in surgical pathology laboratory. Formalin fixed, paraffin embedded and Haematoxylin and Eosin stained slides have highlighted a biphasic tumor with low glandular endometrioid atypical pattern and abundant stromal atypical elements (Figure 1). Immunohistochemical analyzes have been performed confirming biphasic origin of the tumor, with Cytokeratin expression in glandular component (Figure 2) and underlining the presence of an homologous sarcomatous component, through immunohistochemical positivity for vimentin and S100 protein (Figure 3).

DISCUSSION
Carcinosarcoma accounts for only 2-3% of uterus tumors. It is a very aggressive malignancy for its poor differentiation and resistance towards standard cancer therapies, such as chemotherapy and radiotherapy, no effects have been seen against this pathology. Mullerian mixed tumor represents an high grade neoplasia.
This means that it can spread to lymphnodes and other organs in high percentage of cases. Even in surgical well removed tumor, there is the probability of metastasis and relapse, maybe due to the microscopic proliferation of cancer cells. Despite carcinosarcoma’s behavior, its diagnosis at an early stage (stage I) means an improved survival expectancy, which quickly drops after cancer proliferation. The symptoms of mixed mullerian tumor aren’t specific. During cancer progression, there are compression and bleeding, sometimes with obstructions in the low abdomen and pelvic areas. Differential diagnosis of carcinosarcoma depends on the location of the primary tumor. Morphologically it can be distinguished from endometrial carcinoma when the mass originates from the uterine corpus, from mesothelioma and metastasis of other tumors if the origin site is the peritoneum. Surgical resection is the only curative option available for stage I patients, while it can be considered a palliative treatment for stage II and III. This tumor stadiation is easy on surgical specimen when tumor is in uterus, while for carcinosarcoma of the peritoneum to determine a correct staging is impossible (Ferguson SE et al., 2007). Etiologic factors predisponent for carcinosarcoma are not known, but there is some evidence that the tumor can be associated with the excessive use of estrogens and progesterone-containing contraceptives, like endometrial carcinoma (Wolfson AH et al., 2007). Histologically, mixed mullerian tumor is characterized by a double component, a stromal and an epithelial one. On the basis of the nature of the stromal component, it can be distinguished as an homologous carcinosarcoma, where it resembles mesenchymal tissue of the uterus or an undifferentiated mesenchymal tissue, and an heterologous carcinosarcoma, where the mesenchymal component resembles rhabdomyosarcomas and osteosarcomas. These last aspects are linked to a poorer prognosis (P Bitterman et al., 1990). Many studies shows that tumoral cells have many molecular changes, the most common being mutations of TP53, KRAS and PIK3CA (De Brito PA et al., 1993; Wada H et al., 1997).
CONCLUSION

The case described can be considered very rare, because about thirty mixed mullerian tumor primitive of peritoneum have been reported in literature. Immunohistochemical profile of neoplastic elements is useful in differential diagnosis and in the definition of the type and percentage of the sarcomatous component. In fact, these data could have importance in biological behavior of the tumor, affecting overall survival and quality of life of the patients. As regards our case, the woman had a disease progression two months after the surgery, with evidence of multiple peritoneal nodular lesions in the CT examination.
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